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Abstract—Many algorithms have been proposed to solve the problem of matching feature points in two or more images using geometric assumptions to increase the robustness of the matching. However, these assumptions do not always hold; in particular, few methods address the problem of reliable matching in cases where it is unknown whether the images have any corresponding areas or objects in the first place.

We propose two algorithms for matching feature points without the use of geometric constraints. The first relies on the fact that any match between two images should be better than all possible matches within a single image. The second algorithm extends this idea by using community structure in the similarity graph of feature points to find reliable correspondences. To evaluate the algorithms experimentally, we introduce a simple method to generate a large amount of test cases based on a set of image pairs with viewpoint changes. Our results show that the proposed algorithm is generally superior to traditional approaches in finding correct correspondences.

I. INTRODUCTION

When finding correspondence pairs between two or more images, feature points in one image cannot always be uniquely matched with feature points in another image. This is partly due to the fact that the discriminatory power of modern feature descriptors such as SIFT [1] or SURF [2] is traded off with invariance to light and perspective changes. Additionally, corners detected by feature detectors such as SIFT and Harris [3] are only approximations of the ideal feature point in an image which is uniquely identifiable. These deficiencies often lead to suboptimal results when matching feature points by finding the nearest neighbors in terms of descriptor similarity. Therefore, Lowe introduced SIFT together with a matching method tailored to finding unique matches [1]. The method, NN-Ratio, assesses the uniqueness of a given match by looking at the two nearest neighbors of each feature point and calculating the matching score as the ratio of similarities; only matches with a ratio above a given threshold are retained. Lowe’s NN-Ratio has been shown to outperform nearest neighbor approaches that use only the similarity of the descriptors as a threshold [4].

More recent methods for matching feature points consider the geometric configuration of feature points and match them based on assumptions about the geometric relationship between images. These assumptions are then used to select a subset of matches according to different constraints, e.g. angular constraints [5], epipolar constraints [6], [7], or pairwise constraints [8], [9]. Alternatively we can pick out different regions in each image and pair regions according to the number of correspondences between them. This allows for the filtering of all correspondences that do not match points within paired regions. Examples include Isodata [10], which uses clustering to find regions, or [11], which designate areas based on maximally stable extremal regions (MSER).

Solutions that rely on geometric assumptions about the images fall short in many practical applications. For example, images with partial or no overlap often result in feature points that match to arbitrary points in the other image; this introduces noise that makes it hard to pick the right subset of correct matches. Similarly, adjacent objects in one image that are separated in another will void any global geometric assumptions of the geometric relationship between two images. Furthermore, methods using geometric constraints all require an initial set of correspondences. If this set of correspondences can be narrowed down to the most probable correct matches, any geometric matching algorithm will benefit in terms of speed and accuracy in cases where geometric assumptions do hold true. For these reasons reliable non-geometric matching methods are essential.

The two methods we propose in this paper are designed to be free of assumptions about image geometry. They improve on Lowe’s NN-Ratio by attempting to match only feature points that have a unique correspondence. The first algorithm, Mirror Match (MM), is inspired by a simple but novel idea: If a given feature point in one image is better matched with other feature points from the same image than points in the other image, then any matches from this feature point to points in the other image are considered unreliable and should be discarded. This approach carries no implicit assumptions about the geometric consistency of matches and as such can easily be extended with other geometric solutions when appropriate or necessary. Mirror Match with Clustering (MMC) builds upon this idea by trying to group similar feature points and matching them separately from the feature points that have unique correspondences. Our experimental results show that both approaches generally outperform existing methods when tested on partially overlapping images.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the proposed Mirror Match (MM) and Mirror Match with Clustering (MMC) algorithms. Section III presents the dataset and its use for the evaluation. Section IV discusses the benchmarking results obtained. Section V concludes the paper.
II. Matching Methods

A. Mirror Match (MM)

The central idea behind MM is to match features of $n$ images by taking every feature from all $n$ images and matching them against every other feature from the same set. We can then discard the correspondences that match two points within the same image. Algorithm 1 details the implementation of MM. In the acquisition stage we gather all features in the set of images. In the matching stage these features are matched using $k$-nearest neighbors. For any given feature $f_i$ the two most similar neighbors are returned, and we calculate the ratio between them as proposed in [1]. Any correspondence with a ratio above the threshold supplied will be discarded. Finally in the filter stage we check that matches are from different images and discard all matches that are not symmetric.

Figure 1 illustrates the benefits of MM using an example image pair from the Gallagher dataset [12]. With NN-Ratio (Figure 1c), many incorrect matches occur in the fence towards the bottom of the image. When we match all feature points together, many of these incorrect matches are eliminated, because points in the fence match with other points in the fence in the same image (Figures 1d and 1e).

B. Mirror Match with Clustering (MMC)

In contrast to MM, MMC diverges from traditional non-geometric feature matching by clustering feature points by similarity. This process yields partitions of fairly similar feature points that we can match using the same approach as MM. Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode implementation of MMC.

We use the Louvain Method [13] for clustering feature points, since it is relatively fast and performs well [14], does not require parameters [13], and does not emphasize partitions of feature points after clustering, which includes similar feature points from the same building across both images.

**Algorithm 1 Mirror Match (MM)**

```plaintext
Require: images : set of images, $t \in \mathbb{R}$
$M_{\text{init}} \leftarrow \emptyset$, $M_{\text{final}} \leftarrow \emptyset$, $F \leftarrow \emptyset$
for all $I_i \in \text{images}$ do
  \triangleright Acquisition Stage
  $F \leftarrow F \cup \text{getF}(I_i)$
end for
for all $f_i \in F$ do
  \triangleright Matching Stage
  $f_m, f_n \leftarrow \text{get2NearestNeighbors}(f_i, F \setminus \{f_i\})$
  $\text{ratio} \leftarrow \text{distance}(f_i, f_m)/\text{distance}(f_i, f_n)$
  if $\text{ratio} < t$ then
    $M_{\text{init}} \leftarrow M_{\text{init}} \cup (f_i, f_m)$
  end if
end for
for all $(f_i, f_j) \in M_{\text{init}}$ do
  \triangleright Filter Stage
  if $(f_j, f_i) \in M_{\text{init}} \land \text{getImg}(f_i) \neq \text{getImg}(f_j) \land
  (f_j, f_i) \notin M_{\text{final}}$ then
    $M_{\text{final}} \leftarrow (f_i, f_j)$
  end if
end for
return $M_{\text{final}}$
```

Fig. 1: Feature matching with MM and MMC. Dots represent feature points; green/red lines indicate correct/incorrect matches, respectively; black lines represent edges in the feature graph. (a) Source image pair. (b) Feature points. (c) NN-Ratio. (d) MM intermediate result. (e) MM final result. (f) MMC Partition Example
Algorithm 2 Mirror Match with Clustering (MMC)

Require: images : set of images, \( t \in \mathbb{R}, \alpha \in \mathbb{R} \)

\[
M \leftarrow \emptyset, \quad F \leftarrow \emptyset
\]

for all \( I_i \in \text{images} \) do  
\( \triangleright \) Gather features

\[
F \leftarrow F \cup \text{getFeatures}(I_i)
\]
end for

\( A \leftarrow \text{getAdjacencyMatrix}(f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_n) \)

\( A_{\text{norm}} \leftarrow \text{normalize}(A) \)

for all \( (i, j) \in \text{indices}(A) \) do  
\( \triangleright \) Prune edges

if \( A_{\text{norm}}[i, j] < \alpha \) then

\( A_{\text{norm}}[i, j] \leftarrow 0 \)

end if

end for

\( P \leftarrow \text{cluster}(A_{\text{norm}}) \)

for all \( p \in P \) do  
\( \triangleright p \) is a set of feature points

\( M \leftarrow M \cup \text{getMatches}(p, t, F) \)

end for

return matches

---

of equal size, as opposed to spectral clustering or k-means [15], for example. While the Louvain clustering algorithm does not require any parameters in itself, it tends towards clustering all feature points together in the same partition if the graph is very connected. To ensure that the graph is well clustered, the adjacency matrix is pruned so that only edges above a certain threshold are kept. From empirical analysis, retaining the top 2.5% of edges with the highest similarity seems to work well in practice. Figure 2 shows the result of clustering the feature points as a graph.

The partitions group feature points by similarity, which means that repetitive structures such as buildings often appear in larger partitions, as exemplified in Figure 1f.

The matching algorithm for MMC, getMatches, finds matches within all partitions with more than two elements using the MM approach. However, as can be seen in the example in Figure 2, many of the partitions contain only two feature points from different images linked by one edge. In such a case, we compare the similarity of the these two feature points with their second best match and remove matches where this ratio lies above a certain threshold, like in the NN-Ratio algorithm. For example in the case of Figure 1f, we have several feature points from a building in one image grouped together with points from the same building in another image.

III. EXPERIMENTS

To reliably measure the accuracy of a matching method on real images, we either need a set of image pairs tied by a homography, or we have to manually count the number of inliers. The latter becomes prohibitive for large numbers of (non-trivial) images.

Mikolajczyk and Schmid [4] introduced a set of test images to compare the performance of feature detectors. The set covers different types of image variations, such as lighting change, blur, rotation, and viewpoint change. Inspired by this dataset (in particular the “Graf” image set) and motivated by the need for more image pairs featuring viewpoint changes, we have compiled the Murals dataset. It comprises 8 image pairs that feature murals taken from two different angles, which makes it possible to relate points in the image pairs with a homography. The images were collected from Flickr’s database of photos published under a creative commons licence and have been cropped to show the same motive and resized to 900 x 600 pixels. Figure 4 shows one image from each pair.

---

Fig. 2: The partitioned feature graph. Each vertex represents a feature point; lines indicate high similarity between points. A partition is a connected group with the same color. The border color of each node indicates which image it belongs to. Zooming into a section of the graph, the various cluster sizes can be seen, ranging from hundreds of feature points to only two or three.

Fig. 3: Images 1-5 of the Graf set from [4].

We compare the MM and MMC algorithms to NN-Ratio [1] as well as IsoData [10] and Spectral [9]. IsoData and Spectral use geometric constraints, whereas NN-Ratio does not. The comparison was done using the Murals dataset (Figure 4), the Graf set (Figure 3) from [4], and two images

---

1 The set of source images and homographies as well as the script to generate the cropped test sets based on them can be found at http://vintage.winklerbros.net/murals.html
Fig. 4: Images in the Murals dataset.

Test sets were generated from the image pairs by cropping square patches of 250 x 250 pixels with a random vertical and horizontal offset. Given a source image pair, we produce 100 pairs of patches, which might or might not overlap. This ensures that patch pairs with no overlap still retain a general similarity to each other, while patches that do overlap often only share a small part of their area. Figure 5 shows an example of possible pairs of test image patches produced from a source image pair.

Fig. 5: Sample test patches produced from an image pair.

Producing $n$ such pairs allows us to test not just how well the matching algorithm performs on a variety of overlaps but also how many false positives we get on similar images that do not overlap. In practice the amount of overlap between pairs in a test set will depend on the overlap and viewpoint change in the source image pair. To give a rough idea, Table I shows the overlap of patch pairs created from images 1 and 3 of the Graf image set from [4].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount of overlap:</th>
<th>0%</th>
<th>&lt; 50%</th>
<th>&gt; 50%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of patch pairs:</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given a potential match between two pixels $p_1$ and $p_2$, $m = (p_1, p_2)$, and a homography $H$ relating the two images $I_1$ and $I_2$, we can calculate if $m$ is an inlier by checking if the two points satisfy the following criteria:

$$|H p_1 - p_2| + |H^{-1} p_2 - p_1| < d_{max}$$

That is, the distance between $p_1$ translated to $I_2$ and $p_2$ plus the distance between $p_2$ translated to $I_1$ should be less than a certain threshold (we use $d_{max} = 5$ pixels here).

IV. RESULTS

Figure 6 shows the results for 100 patch pairs generated from images 1 and 3 of the Graf image set (cf. Figure 3). We plot the precision and recall for MMC, MM, Isodata, Spectral and NN-Ratio, which are calculated as follows:

$$\text{Precision} = \frac{\# \text{Correct Matches}}{\# \text{Correct Matches} + \# \text{False Matches}}$$

$$\text{Recall} = \frac{\# \text{Correct Matches}}{\# \text{Total Possible Matches}}$$

The plot data is obtained by varying ratio thresholds. The results show that MM and MMC consistently outperform NN-Ratio; MMC generally lies 2-3 percentage points above MM when both are performing at optimal accuracy. Although Isodata and Spectral exhibit good performance on strict thresholds (small number of matches), that quickly diminishes when more matches are desired.

Fig. 6: Results for 100 patch pairs generated from image pair 1&3 from the Graf set.

To validate whether these results generalize to other images, we tested the five algorithms on the Murals dataset as well as the Graf pair tested above. In total 900 different patch pairs were generated from 9 source image pairs. The results are shown in Figure 7.

Fig. 7: Results for 900 patch pairs extracted from the Murals dataset and the image pair 1&3 from the Graf set.

To further investigate the impact of viewpoint changes, we tested the algorithms on the Graf image set (Figure 3), which contains 5 images of the same mural taken with gradually increasing viewpoint changes. The first images are almost identical, while the last are taken from very different angles. The results from MMC and NN-Ratio as shown in Figure 8, confirm that MMC is generally superior to NN-Ratio across viewpoint changes. The performance of MM (not shown in the plot) is similar to MMC.

Fig. 7: Results for 900 patch pairs extracted from the Murals dataset and the image pair 1&3 from the Graf set.
Finally, for an example of a real life use case, Figure 9 shows the results on 100 patch pairs generated from a typical holiday photo shot (Figure 1a) featuring occlusion and a slight viewpoint change from the Gallagher dataset [12]. The performance is comparable to the murals, despite the lack of a simple homographic mapping between the images.

Fig. 9: Results for the image pair in Figure 1a.

Table II: Running times as tested on an Intel® Core™ i5-3550 CPU @ 3.30 GHz with 8 GB memory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>MM</th>
<th>MMC</th>
<th>Isomatch</th>
<th>Spectral</th>
<th>MMC</th>
<th>MM</th>
<th>Isomatch</th>
<th>Spectral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Running time</td>
<td>21s 23s 2722s 1146s</td>
<td>994s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In terms of computational complexity, NN-Ratio, MM, and Isodata can be implemented in \( O(n \log n) \), where \( n \) is the total number of feature points. Spectral and our current MMC implementation have a complexity of \( O(n^2) \) due to the construction of a similarity matrix of the feature points. However, both can be approximated in \( O(n \log n) \) using search trees to sparsely populate the adjacency matrix.

In terms of speed, Table II shows the running time of the four algorithms over 100 image pairs of 250 \( \times \) 250 pixels. These numbers should be taken with a grain of salt, given that much of the code behind MMC and Isodata is implemented in Python, whereas MM and NN-Ratio make use of OpenCV to execute computationally intensive operations in C++, which makes them much faster.

TABLE II: Running times as tested on a Intel® Core™ i5-3550 CPU @ 3.30 GHz with 8 GB memory.

V. SUMMARY

We have addressed the problem of matching feature points without using geometrical constraints, proposing Mirror Match (MM) and Mirror Match with Clustering (MMC). The two algorithms share the common idea that feature points should have better matches in another image than in the image they came from to be considered good matches. MMC further improves on this idea by using the structure of the similarity graph of the feature points.

The algorithms show promising results when tested on the Murals data set. MM and MMC generally outperform existing matching algorithms NN-Ratio, Spectral and Isodata, and MMC outperforms MM. We show that this result generalizes to variations in viewpoint change as well as more realistic photos featuring occlusions.

Given the versatility of the proposed algorithms, we are planning to apply them to problems that require high reliability faced with images that might not match, such as near duplicate detection or image retrieval.
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